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ABOUT IEEE BRACU STUDENT BRANCH
The journey of IEEE BRAC University Student Branch started on the 6th of July, 2008.
From the very beginning, the student branch is trying to operate its activities with
of humanity. Its recent achievement is winning “IEEE Regional Best Exemplary
Student Branch Award 2020” for exemplary performance as an active IEEE Student
Branch offering technical programs, activities, professional networking opportunities
that enables members in building critical skills.
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WORDS FROM THE COUNSELOR
"In 2008, the IEEE BRACU SB was founded by a dynamic EB panel comprising under
graduate students and extremely motivated advisers. IEEE BRACU SB has had a long
and arduous path to establish itself as one of the most remarkable and ominous
branches in Region-10, Bangladesh Section, and beyond. It has become one of Brac
University's most active and energetic student groups. The 2019-2020 and now the
2020-2021 sessions have been really thrilling for our branch, with so many possibilities
and accomplishments, despite the global COVID-19 upheaval. The pandemic might
slow down our regular lives at some point, but our energetic students didn’t fall
behind. Seemingly, they became stronger than ever and retained their good works.
Likewise, this is the second time, that the IEEE BRACU SB has won this international
accolade. It would not have been possible without the Ex-Com's positive energy and
the student members' unwavering commitment. The IEEE BRACU SB is determined to
accomplish unexpected accomplishments under my exquisite guidance. I am happy
to announce that the IEEE BRACU SB has become one of the most inspirational
models among all other student branches within the Bangladesh section, R-10, as well
as other international student branches, over the years."

Prof. AKM Abdul Malek Azad

Counselor, IEEE BRACU Student Branch

EMAIL ADDRESS
sbc.bracu.aess@ieee.org
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COUNSELOR’S EMAIL ADDRESS

a.azad@ieee.org

WEBSITE
www.ieeebracu.com

Being a part of the IEEE Brac University Student Branch is one of the most memorable
milestones of my life. Serving the position of Chair has provided me the opportunity to
cultivate and implement my visions for the welfare of the young learners and professionals from both inside and outside the University. Our branch has won the “IEEE
Regional Exemplary Award” two times in a row and we are extremely grateful to the
previous executive members, our honorable counselor, our respected chapter advisors,
and the student members. This gives me immense pleasure while saying that during
my tenure, every executive member has worked diligently throughout the year and
therefore we could end 2021 with great success and memories. Hopefully, we have set a
benchmark for the newcomers and I expect that the upcoming executive bodies will
continue uplifting the pride and honor of our branch.

Soptorsi Paul Shrestha

ADDRESS
IEEE BRACU SB,
UB50105, 66 Mohakhali,
Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh

Chair, IEEE BRACU Student Branch
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Webinar on Cosmic X-Ray Background
IEEE AESS BRACU SBC organized a
brilliant webinar with Dr. Tonima
Tasnim Ananna, who made it to the
2020 Science News’ 10 emerging
scientists list
The Aerospace & Electronic Systems
Society (AESS) of IEEE BRACU SB
invited Dr. Tonima Tasnim to talk
about her work on Cosmic X-Ray
Background. As the very ﬁrst event of
this year, on 7th April 2021, a webinar
titled “Cosmic X-Ray Background”
was organized by this society. Afsana
Rahman, the secretary of the society
moderated the Google Meet meeting
of 40+ attendants. Dr. Tonima started
her
presentation
with
primary
explanations regarding black holes
and cosmic rays in such a manner
that
undergrad
students
can
comprehend this complex work.
Galaxies, as a general rule, have a
black hole at their core. These black
holes can be billions of times heavier

WEBINARS

than our sun. They can heat the
materials around them until they glow
brighter than every sun of that galaxy
combinedly.
However,
these
supermassive
blackholes’
pull
can
swallow the light around it; and light can
also be blocked out by gas & dust. This
event makes humans unable to observe
and study black holes. In contrast;
high-energy X-rays can pass through
that layer of dust and gases. Dr. Tonima
Tasnim
Ananna,
a
Bangladeshi
Astrophysicist; collected results f rom
multiple X-ray telescopes, and sought to
generate a model of how these
supermassive black holes expand and
change across cosmic history. To
develop an understanding of those
ﬁndings f rom observatories, she created
a neural model which generated an
illustration of the black hole population
across space; and eventually, that model
suggested there are more black holes
than we ever knew. This outstanding
research led her to top the Science News
magazine's ‘SN 10: Scientists to Watch’
last year.
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Webinar on Cosmic X-Ray Background
The webinar commenced with the
formal introduction of the speaker,
Tonima Tasnim Ananna by the
General Secretary Afsana Rahman,
followed by the brief introduction of
the topic for the webinar by Tonima
Tasnim Ananna. She discussed how
the Sun in our Solar System is quite
minute in comparison to other stars
throughout the galaxy. By making
this comparison, our speaker later
showed that the density of a black
hole is much higher compared to
other celestial bodies throughout the
universe. Afterwards, she elaborated
on how the cosmic x-ray background
helps explore the allowed range of
AGN (Active Galactic Nuclei) X-ray
spectral parameter space. In the next
segment, she gave a detailed
overview of how she constructed a
neural network that derives an X-ray
Luminosity Function (XLF) during one
of her projects.

WEBINARS

Dr. Tonima Tasnim Ananna majored
in physics at Bryn Mawr and
astronomy at Haverford. She is
currently a postdoctoral research
associate at Dartmouth. After Bryn
Mawr, she earned her Ph.D. at the
Department
of
Physics,
Yale
University. In addition to her research,
she
co-founded
Wi-STEM,
a
mentorship network for girls and
young women who are interested in
science.
The event ended with a short Q&A
discussion
session
with
the
participants. After the event, a few of
the participants expressed their
curiosities regarding the Black Hole,
Space Engineering and the topic
itself. They agreed upon that the
speaker’s far-sighted speech gave
them valuable insights.
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Workshop 1: Technical Webinar & MechaWorkshop on
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)
01
For the ﬁrst time, IEEE AESS BRACU SB
organized a joint webinar and workshop
on Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in
association with ANTS Aerial Systems, a
pioneer in this ﬁeld f rom the Islamic
University of Technology (IUT.) The
commencement of the event took place
on October 28th, Thursday and lasted
for 3 days. The event was moderated by
Tahmin Mahmud, Editor of IEEE BRACU
SB and Rubaiyat Alam Ruhin, Treasurer
at IEEE AESS BRACU SB. The instructors
team comprised of Tausiful Islam, Team
Lead and Chief Operating Ofﬁcer of
ANTS,
Jahiduzzaman
Tanvin,
Chairperson at iMechE IUT Student
Chapter, Sk Tahmid Shahriar, General
Secretary-Publications and Operations
of ANTS, Aseer Nehalul Islam, Chief
Marketing Ofﬁcer of ANTS, Samin
Hasan, Chief Research Ofﬁcer of ANTS,
Salim
Sadman
Bishal,
Head-Autonomous Systems of ANTS,
and Hasin Zaﬁr, Executive-Design and
Manufacturing of ANTS.
On the ﬁrst day, after a brief
introduction for Team ANTS by Rubaiyat
Alam Ruhin, the ice-breaking session
began with Tausiful Islam taking the
centerstage of the webinar. He began
by sharing their story of how they came
this far with ANTS, and how it was their

workshops

dream to pioneer UAS in Bangladesh.
He then handed the mic over to Aseer
Nehalul Islam, who then gave a
technical brief of their work on UAS till
now and discussed about the prospects
of UAS in Bangladesh. The webinar on
day 1 came to an end after Sk Tahmid
Shahriar discussed their future plans
regarding ANTS. Hasin Zaﬁr took the
helm on day 2 and discussed in detail
about the overview and challenges one
might face while designing and
manufacturing an UAS, how it has to be
perfect and sublime f rom scratch to the
very deployment of the UAS. The
webinar ended on day 2 with a Q&A
session with the participants.
On the third day of the event, the focus
was shifted towards the workshop
aspect of the event. Salim Sadman
Bishal started off the workshop by
giving an in-depth overview on
designing an autonomous system for
the UA. He also mentioned how an
autonomous system can bring beneﬁts
while manufacturing the UA. With the
integration of an autonomous system
to the UA, the beneﬁts an UAS can
provide to the world is unanimous, with
the mission capabilities skyrocketing
past non-UAS.
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Workshop 2: Workshop on Observational Cosmology
02
On 31st of October, IEEE AESS BRACU
SB conducted a workshop on the topic
of
Observational
Cosmology.
The
workshop
was
conducted
in
2
days—October 31 and November 1
respectively. The event time on both
days was 7:00 PM local time. The event
was moderated by Samiu Mostafa
Ishan, Vice-Chair at IEEE AESS BRACU
SB and the speaker for this event was
Syeda Tasnuva Jahan, Lecturer at the
Department of Mathematics and
Natural Sciences, BRAC University, who
did her postgraduate studies in
Relativistic Theoretical Physics f rom
Aix-Marseille University in France.
The workshop Day-1 commenced with
a brief introduction of the speaker by
Samiu Mostafa Ishan, after which
Syeda Tasnuva Jahan took the helm
with the introduction of observational
cosmology. Her discussion started off
with the essential pillars of the Big
Bang model, major events that took
place in the history of our universe and
different cosmological parameters. In
the second segment of the day, the
discussion shifted towards certain
detection
techniques
such
as
photometric systems, magnitudes and
ﬁlters. The

workshops

workshop on Day-1 came to a
conclusion after a brief Q&A session
with the participants.
The implementation of the ideas
discussed on Day-1 were the key
aspects on Day-2. Distances in the
FRW metric, such as redshift, angular
distance and luminosity distance were
the topics which were discussed in
detail. After that, the second segment
on day 2 was the evolution of the
galaxy, where the ascend and the
descent of galaxies in the universe
were the major discussions.
The
workshop
ended
with
an
engaging Q&A session by the speaker
with the participants and with a brief
farewell speech by Samiu Mostafa
Ishan, the curtains were drawn to the
event.
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